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 Four Marketing Pillars 
 for Winning with Your 
CEO & Board

Reporting out to your CEO and Board can 

be an extremely painful experience.  The 

hours spent pulling data together from 

various dashboards, reports and 

spreadsheets are endless and weaving 

together a bulletproof story that can 

stand up to (what seems at times) “the firing 

squad” is grueling at best. Ful Circle Insights 

presents its CMO Board Package Reference 

Guide in the following pages to arm the 

insights-driven CMO with a set of informative, 

diagnostic, and actionable dashboards based 

on each of our Four Pillars of Marketing 

Measurement.
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Overall historical funnel metrics: volume, conversion, and 
velocity. Used as baseline for setting future goals to achieve.

Average deal size for 
setting revenue 

assumptions and goals.

Sources of revenue, categorized 
in this case by Marketing, Sales, 
Customer Success, and Other. 

Used for revenue channel 
assumptions.

Average Deal Size Revenue by Source

Pillar #1 – Planning
Planning is the first of the four Pillars of Marketing Measurement. While Planning is usually done 
once a year and refined in subsequent quarters, and thus not the mainstay topic at regular board 
meetings, Planning still provides the CMO with inputs and process from which marketing goals are 
set for the year (or quarter. Below are a few of the main reports from the Planning dashboard that 
set a baseline through historical performance results. You will see conceptually how the Planning 
reports will be used as inputs in the rest of the Ultimate CMO Board Package.

Historical Funnel Metrics
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Pillar #2 – Achieving 
The Achieving pillar of reports provides a diagnostic status assessment in a snapshot. This enables 
a CMO to show progress towards goals outlined in the Planning phase.  From here, the CMO can 
assess the health of the company’s funnel, and then further investigate the largest areas of 
opportunity or improvement. 
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Revenue Goal and Attainment Pipeline Coverage of Revenue Goal

MQL Goal and Attainment SAL Goal and Attainment
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Pillar #3 - Optimizing
The third Pillar of Marketing Measurement is Optimizing. This set of reports provides a dissection 
of business processes into piecemeal components for highlighting opportunities for improvement. 
The marketing-to-sales handoff is particularly important and can reveal red flags to be further 
investigated. For example, MQL disposition reasons can highlight errors in lead qualification that 
originate from bad lead sources, junk data, or inadequate lead handling.

Unworked MQLs MQL Disposition Reasons

MQL to SAL Conversion MQL to SAL Velocity

Status of MQLs as a snapshot to 
ensure thorough marketing-to-sales 

handoff.

Reasons for disqualifying MQLs, 
enabling diagnoses of lead source 
problems or misalignment around 

lead quality.

Conversion rates of MQLs past the 
MQL stage to assess movement 

through funnel, lead quality, and 
process effectiveness.

Velocity of MQLs past the MQL stage 
to assess movement through funnel, 
lead quality, and process efficiency.
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Pillar #4 - Evaluating
The fourth and final Pillar of Marketing Measurement is Evaluating. This set of reports relates 
specifically to marketing campaigns and can be a subject of focus when your company’s board is 
interested in what is working and what isn’t, especially as goals are achieved or missed.  The 
sequence of Evaluating usually follows a certain order of operations (depicted in the below sample 
charts: 1 generating a view of the most and least effective marketing channels in generating 
pipeline / revenue, 2 cutting attribution into alternative segmentations aside from channels (such 
as campaign type, promotion format, content type, etc., and 3 breaking down specific KPIs (such 
as the fundamental funnel metrics along the segmentations chosen.  By doing this, the CMO can 
demonstrate to the board the most effective marketing activities and show a roadmap to achieving 
goals via improvements in marketing resource allocation.

1 Revenue Attribution by Channel 2 Revenue Attribution by Offer 
(or other segment)

3 Funnel Metrics by Channel
(or other segment)
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About Full Circle Insights

Full Circle Insights delivers marketing and sales performance measurement solutions that 
provide actionable intelligence with funnel analytics and attribution data to optimize the 
marketing mix and drive more revenue. Our cloud-based products are built 100% on the 
Salesforce App Cloud and are compatible with the leading marketing automation 
solutions.

Founded by former Salesforce executives and implementation veterans, CRM product 

managers, and marketing automation specialists, Full Circle Insights comprises industry 

pioneers and thought leaders who know what it takes to run a successful marketing 

organization. The team is passionate about giving marketers the answers they need to 

uncover a marketing campaign’s impact to the business, plan with confidence, and grow 
revenue.  Learn more at www.fullcircleinsights.com.

Salesforce, Salesforce App Cloud and others are trademarks of salesforce.com, inc.

Aligning Marketing with Management

While everyone has a different flavor of standard metrics that get reported to 
the CEO and Board, is to tell a story based on impactful insights rather than 
just regurgitate data, and do so in a scalable way. Reporting out to the CEO 
and Board on marketing’s impact to the organization need not be a painful 
experience in terms of gathering insights if you’ve got the right marketing 
performance management system in place that provides both a basic 
framework that CMOs can easily tell a story from, as well as a single source of 
truth the entire company (from CFO, CEO to Head of Sales) can rally around.  
These two factors help preserve CMO sanity and reputation in the 
organization.
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